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HUNTER SAFETY
TRAINING PROGRAM

Instructors Approved
Month of October 126
Total to Date 2,137

Students Trained
Month of October 979
Total to Date 13,787

Firearms Accidents Reported 1961
Fatal 9
Nonfatal 28
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ANGLING RULES HEARING
SET FOR JANUARY 12

The annual hearing of the Game Com-
mission in regard to angling regulations
will be held on Friday, January 12, 1962,
at its Portland headquarters, 1634 S.W.
Alder Street. Convening at 10 a.m., the
Commission will hear recommendations
on seasons, bag limits and methods of
taking game fish.

Following this, tentative regulations
will be issued by the Commission and
the hearing recessed for two weeks.
Final angling regulations will be adopted
on January 26.

NOVEMBER MEETING OF
THE GAME COMMISSION

Matters considered by the Oregon
State Game Commission at its meeting
in Portland on November 15 included:

EEL LAKE. Approved negotiations
with State Parks Department leading to
development of state park facilities on
lands adjoining Eel Lake.

CAPITAL OUTLAY. Authorized call
for bids for: new pipeline and reconstruc-
tion of dam and spillway at Bandon
Hatchery; remodeling of Alsea Labora-
tory for research work; a new residence
at the Alsea Hatchery; a house trailer
for maintenance crew; and drilling of
well to provide source of water for new
warm-water fish pond near Gervais in
Willamette Valley.

LINT SLOUGH IMPOUNDMENT. Au-
thorized proceeding with final land ac-
quisitions required for the Lint Slough
salt water rearing impoundment and di-
rected staff to proceed with plans and
specifications preparatory to a call for
bids.

SUTTON LAKE ACCESS. Approved
a joint project with the U. S. Forest
Service to develop a boat access and
parking area at Sutton Lake.

HUMBLE OIL COMPANY. Approved
request of Humble Oil Company for can-
cellation of its lease at Summer Lake.

CHETCO ACCESS. In view of limited
funds in budget for access development,
rejected offer of a site for access develop-
ment as it was felt that adequate access
now was available on this stream.

POWER LINE EASEMENT. Approv-
ed request of Bonneville Power Adminis-
tration for an easement to relocate its
existing power line across the Eel Lake
property.

NORTH FORK WINTER RANGE. De-
cided to curtail, as conditions warrant,
its operations on North Fork Big Game
Winter Range.

NEXT MEETING. Friday, January
12, 1962.

The 1961 sport fishery at the mouth
of the Columbia River was the most
successful yet recorded. The calculated
harvest of nearly 106,000 fish taken this
summer and fall exceeded by far the 1959
record of 73,890 fish. Silver salmon were
caught at a rate of more than four to
one over chinooks, the calculated catch
for silvers being 85,500. This is approxi-
mately 35,000 more than the 1959 record
of 50,500 silvers. The 1961 take of chi-
nooks was calculated at 20,450. To take
these fish, an estimated 90,000 angler
trips were made in more than 23,100
boats. * * *

October broke some kind of recor
for telephone inquiries at the Portlanu
office of the Game Commission. Hunters
kept the switchboard lighted up like a
Christmas tree, requesting information
on various big game seasons. During one
of the peak rush periods, it was estimated
that as many as 400 calls an hour were
answered by department personnel. This
was in addition to the several thousand
hunters who came in person to the office.

* * *

Antlered doe deer are shot fairly
often by hunters but unusual was the elk
killed by Sam Burri of Portland this fall
while hunting in the Chesnimnus area
of northeastern Oregon. He shot down
what appeared to be a large spike bull.
Much to his surprise he discovered it
had but one antler, a forked horn grow-
ing almost straight up just off the center
of the skull and that the animal was a
mature cow. The antler was 22 inches
long and completely in the velvet.

* * *

Oregon's Hunter Safety Program was
rated among the top ten during 1960 in
the United States and Canada by the In-
ternational Association of Game, Fish
and Conservation Commissioners at its
annual meeting in Memphis.

In recognition of this rating, an "Ou
standing Achievement Citation" was pre-
sented to the Oregon State Game Com-
mission by the National Rifle Association.
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By Chester E. Kebbe, Chief Biologist, Fur Resources

EARLY IN 1961 considerable interest
was created in the fisher through in-
troductions of 24 of these valuable
furbearing animals from British Colum-

ia. Television and radio stations through-
r- it the state welcomed the foreigners

and newspapers carried stories about
their arrival from the North. An unknown
animal suddenly became a new and in-
teresting wild creature to many who had
previously never heard of these weasel-
like animals.

Its name is somewhat of a misnomer
for these animals are not known to catch
fish for themselves as do the mink and
otter. The name apparently originated
from the animal's habit of stealing fish
used as trap bait for other species. They
are fond of fish, however, and will readily
devour any they can take away from
other carnivorous species or those they
chance upon when prowling shorelines.
They are also known by such other in-
appropriate names as pekan, black cat,
and Pennant's marten.

The fisher is not abundant anywhere
in its original range but can be found
locally in timbered areas across Canada
and in the mountain ranges in the United
States as far south as southern New York,
northwestern Wyoming, and central Cali-
fornia. Man has been its major enemy
as he altered its habitat by logging and
burning, and trapped and hunted those
animals still able to survive these inroads

civilization.
In Oregon, fisher formerly inhabited

all of the timbered areas of the state.
Trapping records as late as the winter
GAME BULLETIN

of 1913-14 indicate this widespread dis-
tribution. Only nine animals were re-
ported trapped during the season, with
three taken in Lane County, two in Curry
County, and one each in Douglas, Jose-
phine, Marion, and Umatilla Counties.
Fairly complete trapping records are on
file for each year from 1924 through 1936,
the last year fisher trapping was legal.
An average of eight animals a year was
taken during this period, with eleven
trapped during the final winter. Reports
of fisher sightings between 1936 and
early 1961 have been few, with the last
reliable observation recorded for the
Cascade Range in August, 1949.

The fisher is one of the larger mem-
bers of the weasel family, a group of
musk-carriers which includes the mink,
otter, marten, skunk, and badger. It is a
rather slender animal, about the size
of a gray fox but with much shorter legs,
rounded ears, and a brownish-black fur
shading to gray about the head. It is
closely related to the pine marten which
it strongly resembles except for its size
and coloration. The males stand 10 inches
at the shoulders, measure between 36 and
40 inches from the tip of the nose to the
tip of the tail, and weigh about 8 to 12
pounds. The females are considerably
smaller than the males and weigh only
4 to 6 pounds.

Their beautiful fur has always been
in strong demand for scarves and neck
pieces, and because of this demand pelt
prices have remained high. With furs
of other species the large pelts are of
greater value than the small skins and

therefore command a higher price, but
not so with the fisher. The small females
produce a soft silky fur which is much
more highly esteemed in the fur trade
than the long coarse fur of the males.
On the current market the small silky
pelts are quoted up to $125 each while
the large coarse pelts of the males will
bring no more than $10.

Like most members of the weasel
family, this species is neither sociable
nor gregarious but prefers a solitary
life. Each animal controls a large ter-
ritory from which all other fisher are
excluded. The size of this home range
is determined by the food supply but
usually encompasses about 10 square
miles. The animal periodically covers
this territory in a circuitous route, follow-
ing its food supply to lower elevations
during the bleak winter months. Since
it cannot stand crowding, the populations,
even on optimum ranges, remain low.

Because fisher pelts command such
high prices on the fur market, they are
eagerly sought wherever open seasons
are authorized. The animals are relatively
easy to trap and readily treed when
pursued by dogs. A favored method of
locating fishers is to trail them through
the snow to their dens or until they are
crowded and seek refuge in tree tops.
In the North it is a common practice to
track a fisher for days in this manner
until it is finally overtaken.

Large forested areas with numerous
streams, marshes, and openings at eleva-
tions of 4,000 feet to 8,000 feet are the

(Continued on Page 6)
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Return of the Fish

Fisher are exceptionally strong and fast, with powerful jaws and long
razor-sharp teeth. Of the 24 animals captured, only this young male

could be subdued for a close-up picture.

Release site of fisher at Buck Lake in Klamath
County. The animals were flown to this area from

Klamath Falls by Air Force helicopter.



;her held by P. W. Martin, British Columbia game biologist, is eartagged by
be, Oregon's fur chief. Martin collected the animals at Kamloops from back-

woods trappers for transfer to Oregon.

er
At Klamath Falls, Colonel Rupert C. Welch gets his first look at a fisher. Eleven
animals in separate straw-filled cages were transported by pickup to Klamath Falls
for release in the Mountain Lakes Wild Area and 13 by U. S. Forest Service aircraft

to La Grande for transplanting in the upper Minam.

Helicopter pilot Lieutenant Langford shakes
a large fisher from its cage on snow-cov-

ered Buck Lake.

Although hard to dislodge from their crates, when they do find running
room they waste no time in reaching their new forest home.

I

Six fisher were liberated of the mouth of the Little Minam River and
7 in the Big Burn in Wallowa County by northeast regional supervisor
Will H. Brown. The animals were flown to these remote areas by

helicopter from La Grande.



FISHER
HAVE BEEN RELEASED IN

THIS AREA FOR CONTROL OF
PORCUPINES

DO NOT SHOOT THEM
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Return of the Fisher
(Continued from Page 3)

type of habitat preferred by this forest
dweller. It spends a great deal of time
in the tree tops where it can readily
catch squirrels, martens, birds, and other
forms of animal life. Those people for-
tunate enough to have witnessed a 10-
pound fisher pursue a squirrel through
the tree tops say it is a fascinating sight
to behold. Its movements from limb to
limb and tree to tree are sure-footed and
graceful. Even when it descends a tree
trunk, it comes down head first with
apparent ease.

The stream banks and marsh lands
usually abound in many and various
forms of animal life and it is here the
fisher forages when hunting in the tree
tops is not productive. Any available
mammal, bird, amphibian, or even car-
rion is readily consumed, and fruits,
berries, and other vegetative matter are
occasionally eaten. Even the snowshoe
hare becomes a major part of its diet
for those that cannot be caught by sur-
prise are trailed until exhausted.

Wherever the ranges of the porcupine
and fisher overlap, the porcupine be-
comes an important prey species. Because
of its strength and agility, it is able to
flip a porcupine over, kill it, and feed
on its unprotected abdomen without col-
lecting quills. Apparently all fisher do
not have equal talents in performing this
operation as quills are frequently found
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imbedded in the head and hide of trapped
animals.

An inaccessible cavity high in a tree
is preferred as a denning site, but when
such a secure home cannot be located a
hollow log or cavity in a rock outcropping
is often selected. One to three young
make up a litter, with the usual number
being two or three. Their eyes open when
they are about seven weeks of age, and
by the time the kits are three months
old they are ready to leave the den to
hunt with their mother.

Approximately two weeks after whelp-
ing the female again mates but the next
litter is not born until almost a year later.
This very long gestation period, known
as "discontinuous development" results
when the growth of the embryos is halted
at a very early age and is not resumed
for months.

Under natural conditions a fisher will
not pick a fight with too formidable
an opponent, but when cornered can
whip even an experienced bear dog and
make an escape. In its forest home it
has no enemies to fear except man. It
can escape from the larger carnivores
and kill its smaller enemies.

In recent years the pine forests of
southern and eastern Oregon have been
heavily infested with porcupines, and
despite the employment of a number of
control methods by public and private
forest officials the girdling of young
trees continued unabated. Additional help
was needed to combat the menace and

an appeal was then made to the Game
Commission to re-introduce the fisher,
a natural enemy of the porcupine.

Through the cooperation of the Brit-
ish Columbia Fish and Game Branch,
Montana Department of Fish and Game,
U. S. Forest Service, U. S. Air Force, and
many other public and private agencies,
the project to secure fisher for restocking
was undertaken in the fall of 1960.

Private trappers in the region north
of Kamloops were contacted; live traps,
carrying boxes, and holding cages were
furnished; and an offer of $100 was made
for each live and healthy fisher delivered
to a collecting station in Kamloops.

Trapping in British Columbia was ex-
ceedingly difficult due to mild weather
and a scarcity of snow which made track-
ing impossible and travel along trap lines
difficult. By mid-January only 11 fishers
(5 males and 6 females) had been cap-
tured and delivered. They were ear-
tagged and loaded into individual straw-
filled crates, transported to Klamath
Falls by pickup, transferred to an Air
Force helicopter, and flown to the liber-
ation site at Buck Lake, 25 miles west
of Klamath Falls. When shaken from
their crates, they immediately bounded
for the nearest patch of timber and their
new home.

By mid-March, when the project was
terminated, 13 more fishers (5 males
and 8 females) had been obtained. These
were flown to La Grande by the U. S.
Forest Service and transferred to a heli-
copter for the final leg of the flight into
the Minam watershed. Six of the animals
were released at the mouth of the Little
Minam River and the remaining seven
liberated in the Big Burn.

Ultimate success of these plants de-
pends to a great extent on the assistance
and cooperation of the public who use
the forests. Fishers, although largely
nocturnal, are occasionally encountered
while they are seeking food during day-
light hours. It is during these outings
that they are most vulnerable to the
man with a gun. Too often hunters are
prone to shoot any small mammal they
chance to see, whether the animal is a
varmint or valuable furbearer protected
by law. Informative signs bearing a draw-
ing of the fisher have been posted in
the areas to aid the traveler in identify-
ing the animal.

Since fisher do much of their travel-
ing at night, and because they are scarce,
it is unlikely that many sightings will
be made of the liberated animals. One
such observation, however, was made on
May 16 on the Minam trail at Trout Creek
by Vi Courtney, U. S. Forest Service

(Continued on Page 7)
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Elsewhere in this issue of the Bulle-
tin is the article by Chet Kebbe on the
reintroduction of the fisher, a species
originally native to our state but recent-
ly considered rare or absent.

This attempt at re-establishment of a
formerly important native form of wild
resource has been exemplified in recent
years by the Commission's efforts with
several species. The Chukar partridge
and the Merriam's wild turkey are re-
cent examples of introductions of forms
not native to the state. The current ef-
fort with fisher and the recent one with
California bighorn sheep deal, of course,
with indigenous species which, for one
or more reasons, were eliminated in the
course of the state's development.

This manipulation of game mammals,
fishes and birds, which are either native
or appear to be adapted to a particular
territory, has traditionally been one of
the most popular activities in which a
resource agency could engage. Unfortu-
nately because of this popularity the ba-
sic factors to be carefully considered are
not always recognized. The addition of
another species to an already complex
living community brings into play many
interrelationships which cannot always
be forecast in terms of adjustments that
come about between species of mammals,
fishes or birds and the associated neces-
sary elements of their environment.

The records of this state, as well as
most others, are replete with efforts at
introductions of non-native species of
fishes and birds. It has always been a
popular endeavor. Perhaps the success
resulting from the establishment of the
ring-necked pheasant has justified all
of the time and money expended both
before and since that successful effort.
Following its successful introduction in-
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to the Willamette Valley in 1882, this
magnificent bird has through successive
transplantings become well established
from coast to coast in the northern tier
of states where suitable environment pre-
vails.

Less attention, normally and natural-
ly, has been directed toward the innu-
merable, undesirable and unsuccessful
introductions. The moose in western Lane
county, the German carp in many of
our waters, and the natural encroach-
ment of the starling from introductions
made into the eastern United States are
manifestations of why care and thorough
consideration must be given to any spe-
cies prior to introduction.

The purpose of my remarks is simply
to point out that although this aspect
of management of wild resources is pop-
ular, it must be approached with caution,
care and an exhaustive study before it
is incorporated as a part of any resource
management program. The several in-
troductions made by this Commission in
recent years were made on that basis,
whether it was the Atlantic salmon from
Quebec, the Chukar partridge from India,
or the fisher from British Columbia. Each
has received favorable action only after
thorough and detailed consideration.

The movement of wild species, par-
ticularly certain types, from one area to
another is not an activity which can be
exercised carelessly. The primary con-
sideration must be the influence of each
species upon the environment into which
it is moved, including its sources of food,
its reproductive habits, its habitat re-
quirements, and especially the probable
effect, either directly or indirectly, upon
other desirable forms of fishes and wild-
life.

P. W. SCHNEIDER.

MORE RADIO STATIONS AIR
COMMISSION PROGRAMS

The following additional radio sta-
tions report using the brief taped Game
Commission program (see original list
published in last month's Bulletin):

KBCHFri., 5:05 p.m.
KGAYSat., 6:30 a.m., 12:15 p.m.
KOHUWed., 3:30-4:00 p.m.
KRCOSun., 1:00 p.m.
KWILThurs., 6:35 p.m.
There are also some local programs

presented by regional personnel of the
Game Commission.

Game agent Paul Ebert's "Wildlife
Review" is aired in The Dalles on Thurs-
days at 5 p.m. over KACI and at 7:00 p.m.
over KODI.

KLBM of La Grande carries a 15-
minute question and answer program on
Thursdays at 6:45 p.m. KWVR of Enter-
prise carries a 5 to 15-minute tape at
5:45 p.m. on Fridays and usually re-
broadcasts it on Sunday mornings be-
tween 10 a.m. and noon.

Return of the Fisher
(Continued from Page 6)

trail crew foreman. He stated he first
observed the fisher at a distance of 100
yards and sat down to watch it. The
creature became quite curious and came
to within 15 feet of him before disappear-
ing into the underbrush.

Another fisher was observed by
George A. Humphrey, Creswell, on Oc-
tober 1, while deer hunting near Walker
Rim, 5 miles northeast of Chemult. This
animal may be a remnant of the original
population rather than one of the trans-
plants since Walker Rim is a considerable
distance from the Klamath planting site.

To prevent the accidental catch of
fishers in sets made for other species,
the Game Commission closed large areas
surrounding the liberation sites to all
trapping. Predatory animal control work
by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
was also suspended.

It will be difficult to immediately
determine the fate of these plants as the
chances of locating any of these solitary
and wide-ranging animals are quite re-
mote. The Game Commission would,
therefore, appreciate hearing from any-
one who may observe a fisher. Such re-
ports will help determine the success
of these plants and the program of the
future.

Approximately 500 tons of fish have
been stocked from Game Commission
hatcheries this year.
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Legend says his name comes from stealing fish
used to bait marten traps. Originally ranged through
Coast & Cascade Ranges, Siskiyous 8 Blue Mountains.
Thought to be extinct, 24( were reintroduced from
British Columbia in early /967. Liberations made in
Ir/arnath & Walla wa Counties.

1 to young orn in ho//ow tree or
by den in March or April. al/no/ ct' helpless
at birth, eyes open after 7weeks, when
&months o/d hunt with mother for
food. Gestation period has "discontinue
development" takes 338-358 days.

Has a voracious appetite eats
a /most anything; fish S porcupine
among favorite foods. Stores all
surplus food returning to eat it later

11!

f,

N.1001,' r14%
g' 'AMON

Head 8 shoulders grayed with white-ipoaione4 tipped hairs, rest of body, feet g tail
dark brown to black. Size of a small
1.0X, head .te body 20:=25" tail /31/5," wqh-t.

/0 /bs. Records to la lbs. Females //z
size of ma /es.
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